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PHO”iCIFRAGMENTFLUORESCENCEAS .8?1ANALYTICALTECHNIQUE:
APPLICATION TO GAS-PHASE ALKALI COMPOUNDS

Richard C. Oldenborg and Steven L. Baughcum
Chemistry Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 875~5

ABSTRACT

Photodissociatlon of gas-phase compounds using a laser at
suitably short ultraviolet wavelengths can produce electronically
excited photofragments. Deteccion of ?luorescerice from these
excited fragments, particularly atomic fragments, allows sensitive
and quantitative density measurements while signal strength as a
‘unction of dissociation laser wavelength al10UL3 dlreerentlation
between compounds that yield the same phcto+agmen:. Application
o: the technique to the detection of gas-phase alkali compounds 1s
discussed and the results of experiments to detect sodium and
potassium chlorides is presented.

INTRONJCTIGN

Alkali compounds ape corrosive contaminants in many ‘0ss11
fuel combustion processes. Tne objective o= this researcn 1s to
develop a la9er-base~ optical diagnostic technique applicable co
tne direct monitoring of trace levels or al~all compounds Ulthln
the post-combustion coal gas stream. Tne diagnostic technique
that has been adopted is pno%oeragment “luOFeSCenCe. An ultravio-
let laser excites the parent compound to a repulsive potential,
WhlCh in turn dissociates to yield an excited alkali atom. Tnls
atOm then emits at its characteristic wavelength and the intensity
of tnls efrlission 1!3 proportional tc the original concentration 0?

the parent corrpound. Tne sensitivity OT this atomic phc?tofragment
Fluorescence technlq,~e as an analytical method should be hlgn

since the atomic alkali emission is strong (-20 ns rbqiatlve
ll?etlme) and the absorption cross sections cr the alkali com-
pounds in the desired band are large (o ‘ 10-17 cm2). In adal-
tlon, since practical appllca;lons involve measurements in
hlgn-temperature environments ~600 to 950°C for gas! turbine inlet
temperatures), the limiting source of noise is due to statistical
?luctuatlon~ In the blackbcdy em193iOn background, and tne lnner-
ently narrow ba?,dtildth Oc the atOmlC em13S10n allOWS for good
wavelength discrimination from the OlaCkbOdy baCkgrf)und and corre-
spondingly better sensltlvlty.

Cvrnpounds or the dl~~erent alkalis (e.g., NaCl, KCII can
re6dlly be distinguished by the em.sslon wavelengths or the ex-
cited atoms (589 nm “OF Na*, 766 nm “or K*). Dlmcrlmlnation
between compounds or the same alkali but dl~rerent anions (e.g.,
KC1, KOH) !s more dl”flculL, but can be achieved by examining tne
dependence or the alkali emission on the eXCltatlOn laser wave-
length. This can best be illustrated by Comparison or trreshold



wavelength, i.e., the wavelength needed to dissociate a vlbra-
tionally cold parent compound to yield the excited alitali atom.
Threshold wavelengths vary among different oompounds as the disso--
ciation energies vary. For example, the calculated energy re-
juired for the production or excited potassium atoms in the lowest

P“ state and the corresponding threshold wavelengths for KC1 and
KOH are 138 kcal/mol (207 nm) and 123 kcal/mol (233 rim), respec-
tively. Absorption of vlbrationally excited compounds is important
at the temperatures o? interest ar,d this “hot-band” absorption
significantly broadens the bands in the photodissociation spectra
to longer wavelengths. From Boltzmann energy distribution consid-
eratiorm and assuming comparable sensitivities, we estimate that
if the threshold energies differ by at least 10 kcal/mol, then
100:1 discrimination can be achieved given some knowledge of the
temperature. The vhrlation in threshold energies for these and
the other important gag-phase ,flolecules expected to be present in
fossil fuel environments 1s large enough that good discrimination
between compounds containing the same alkali, but different major
anion groups (halides, hydroxides, monoxides, dioxides, and sul-
fates), should be ~easible.

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

Sodium and po?asslum chloride vapors were irradiated at
193 nm ?rom an ArF laser and other wavelengths generated by stimu-
lated Raman scattering in H2 and D2. Fluorescence from electroni-
cally excited alkali atoms in the lowest PO level was observed
and the dependence o? the fluorescence intensity on cell tempera-
ture, vapor pressure, and dissociation laser wavelength waa inves-
tigated.

The atomic alkali emiss!on lnterlsity from the photodlssocla-
tion OT the alkali chlorid~s at wavelengths near the corresponding
alkali hydroxide threshold wavelength was down roughly three
orders of magnitude from the peak, implying that reasonable dls-
crlmlnatlon bet.:eenspecies containing different anions should be
possible, The emission intenslt;es were found to track linearly
with the alkali chloride monomer densities. Sensitivitle3 in the
sub-ppb range were observed for single laser shots, Similar
experiments on alkali hydroxide photodiasoclatlon are now in
progress,
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